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Friday 4th of November 2022 
Dear Reception Families, 
 
The children in Reception are very engaged with their new curriculum theme, ‘What’s up 
there?’. This term the children have been focussing on astronauts, the planets, and 
investigating force resistance. 
 
We are very pleased to welcome WonderDome to CKIS whose mission it is to inspire 
and educate children about space and astronomy through exciting, interactive space 
shows. WonderDome is a mobile planetarium company that provides amazing 
planetarium shows through a unique learning experience. On Tuesday the 6th of 
December, each Reception class will have the opportunity to enter the WonderDome and 
go on an incredible learning journey about the stars and planets; space exploration and 
other fascination astronomy topics. 
 
The cost of the interactive workshop will be £4.00 per child. If you have already 
contributed to the Voluntary Fund (£40 per year) you do not need to do anything.  If you 
have chosen not to contribute to the Voluntary Fund and ‘pay as you go’, please can you 
make your voluntary contribution by bank transfer using the following details: 
 
Charlton Kings Infant School  Account no: 51478968 
Sort code: 30-91-87    Ref: Your child’s full name 
 
If we do not receive enough voluntary contributions, we may not be able to host the 
event. 
Please make your payment by Monday the 5th of December. 
 
Yours sincerely, 

 
Emily Pergusey 

(Blue Class & Year Group Lead) 
 

 &  
 Anna Price & Gemma Ralph  

(PPA Cover) 

 

 
Elyn Wynn 

(Yellow Class) 
 

 
Hannah Rowe 
(Red Class) 
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